Dear @first_name@,

We are excited to announce the new Community function for NONPF members. Users can maximize the potential of this tool for career advancement and networking within the NP educator field. Dive into the four key topics below and start connecting:

---

**A Personalized Presence**

Customize your *Profile* so people can find you and connect. You can highlight your work by uploading a photo, sharing your expertise in the bio section, and adding relevant social links. A complete profile helps encourage other members to connect with an active community participant.

---

**Engage with Members**

Open the doors to collaboration and valuable connections! Between the Peer Networking Forums and our conferences, NONPF is nothing without thriving interactions and knowledge sharing between our community members. Take advantage of *My Feed*, comment sections, and personal messaging to engage with your peers. You can ask questions, share insights, and participate in conversations about your interests or areas of expertise.

---

**Connect with Special Interest Groups (SIGs)**
Discover our Special Interest Groups to find communities tailored to your professional interests or aspirations. SIGs provide targeted discussions, resources, and events on niche topics. Visit My Groups to view your SIGs, and visit the NONPF Store to sign up. Each SIG is $15.

---

**Catch Up with NONPF**

Stay informed about the latest news, updates, and events from NONPF! Check the Quick Links section regularly to access upcoming events, valuable resources, guidelines, and research publications. We also post regular announcements for the community to be aware of developments in NP education.

---

We are thrilled to have you as a part of our community. These new settings provide an enhanced platform for rich collaboration and professional growth. If you have any questions, you can access our community FAQ here.

Explore the features and sections to begin your networking journey today and become the starting point for Excellence in NP Education!

Warm Regards,
The NONPF Team

If you would like to unsubscribe: @@unsubscribe_url@@